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CHALLENGE

THE
OPPORTUNITY

ENGAGE
THE BOARD

Security has been perceived
as, and in some organisations
remains, a business blocker.
What are the operational
implications that this brand
reputation issue has for
security teams? What does
the future hold for the brand
reputation of European
security teams and their
leaders?

The management of user
identities and access is one of
the sharpest security issues
for European enterprises.
This report identifies five
key themes to help security
leaders harness the power
of identity to address those
issues and add business value.

Identity provides security
with an opportunity to drive
business value. But is security
ready to engage with the
business, and especially the
board? This section will set out
best practice for how security
teams can speak the language
of the business to build
influence.

Security is under pressure
to drive impact beyond the
deployment of technology and
blocking threats. Specifically,
security must learn how to
deliver business value. How
can identity management help
security teams to achieve this
goal?
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PART 1: CONTEXT

Context
The role of the security team is undergoing a
fundamental shift. Traditional security mentalities
have revolved around how to identify and
block threats to the organisation. However, the
continuing rise of digital transformation (DX),
which according to IDC’s research
is a business strategy priority for

89%

of enterprises
in Europe,

requires a step-change: understanding the
enterprise’s risk appetite.
This in turn brings two further requirements:

DEPLOYING

the right tools to help identify
and manage the security risk
to users

EMBEDDING SECURITY
into new business initiatives to
provide “security by design”,
reducing the tension between
security and usability

However, security teams face a “brand reputation” issue that inhibits their ability to succeed: they
have tended to be perceived by the business as a blocker, rather than an enabler. The traditional
security mindset of “block all risk” cannot be reconciled with the DX-driven need to optimise
the management of enterprise risk. This obstructs security’s involvement in the very business
initiatives that they ought to be protecting, further limiting the security team’s impact.

Therefore, to drive through these changes, it is incumbent upon security teams
to demonstrate their business impact. This will provide them with the credibility
required to become involved in digital and line-of-business (LOB) originated
initiatives, where once they may have been kept out of the discussion.
IDC believes that harnessing identity and access management (IAM) provides a key
opportunity for security teams to demonstrate business value. For example:
The integration of disparate identity tools within an end-toend identity platform can release cost efficiencies and improve
workforce utilisation
Making access processes more intuitive can help to drive
compliant behaviour, enabling consistently higher security
hygiene levels
Understanding and tracking who has access to what
applications and data can support regulatory compliance

This IDC InfoBrief shows how identity can help position security teams as a
business enabler and how they can engage with the board to support this.
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The Perception Challenge
Whether you realise it or not, and despite efforts to the contrary, security has a problem:
it suffers from a negative image within the business.
•

IDC’s research shows that, among European enterprises, in 2019 the majority of organisations (58%) viewed the
security team as a business enabler.

•

This is an improvement on 2017, when only just over half of respondents — 53% — viewed security as an enabler.

•

But that means even in 2019, there were still 42% who viewed security at best as a “necessary cost”, and even as an
outright blocker for what they view as simply working towards better customer satisfaction and employee retention.

This problem, serious in itself, is having a significant knock-on effect for the business:
• When asked at what stage security is embedded into new business initiatives, the single largest
grouping of European enterprises — 40% — said security is embedded from the planning stage of all
new initiatives.
• While that is a positive on one side of the coin, there is a “dark side” — 60% of enterprises are not
embedding security from the beginning.
• The knock-on impacts are threefold:

PART 2: THE CHALLENGE

These problems highlight the challenge of the
“unwitting insider threat”:
•

Unwitting insider threat is the creation of risk through a lack of security hygiene,
resulting in compromised credentials, driven simply by a lack of awareness
rather than malicious intent.

•

Given the challenges detailed earlier, it is no surprise that, behind ransomware
and malware, insider threat is the third-strongest security concern among
European enterprises, according to IDC’s survey.

Q. What is management’s view of security?

31%

53%

58%

Blocker

2017

27%

Necessary cost

2019

Enabler

16%

15%

Q. To what extent is security embedded into new business initiatives?

1. Security hygiene and policy compliance levels are dragged down, exposing the enterprise to both security risk

and the risk of regulatory non-compliance.

2. When security is brought in, it may be too late to maximise its impact. Either usability will suffer to meet

security’s requirements, or security will suffer to preserve usability.

3. This in turn cements security’s (often undeserved) reputation as a blocker, resulting in a vicious cycle.

40%

From the planning
stage of all new
initiatives

37%

14%

During the
execution, but
prerelease

Only
post-release/
post-closure

9%

Security is
not explicitly
invited

NEGATIVE PERCEPTIONS OF SECURITY KEEP IT LOCKED OUT FROM NEW INITIATIVES AND DAMPEN AWARENESS.

Source: IDC, European Security Strategies Survey, 2019 (n = 700)
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The Security Workforce Limitation
The poor security awareness and behaviour of enterprise users results in an
added workload for security personnel.
•

For example, the lack of security involvement and poor hygiene behaviour means that the spread of DX is
traditionally feared by security.

•

A common view from the CISO is that “the business has decided to move to DX models, whether or not we
like it (and more likely not). Yet they expect us to protect them through our existing, on-premises controls.”

•

This motion typically originates from line-of-business (LOB) leaders. The decision to leave security out from
the decision-making process is a classic example of the impact that the “department of no” reputation has
on security’s perception.

•

The trend of LOB spend driving DX is viewed by security as a negative — representing the creep of
“shadow IT” (i.e., IT spend and deployment that is not approved by either the CISO or the CIO) that exists
beyond their visibility and control.

However, poor practice is not limited to the user community:
•

Security teams tend to suffer from poorly integrated technology environments dominated by point
solutions that don’t work well together.

IDC’s research shows that the number 1 limitation that inhibits European security
teams from improving their capabilities is that staff are too busy maintaining tools
to conduct higher-value security tasks.
•

These valuable resources would be far better employed focusing on higher-value activities
(e.g., threat detection and response, threat hunting).

•

Instead, their availability is consumed on lower-value, repetitive tasks such as log monitoring and
correlation.

This point is emphasised by the nature of the fourth- and fifth-placed limitations —
(4) “the proliferation of routine tasks further drain the availability of security staff”
and (5) “the complexity of operating across multiple dashboards”.
While these are key challenges in their own right, it results in further significant
implications:
•

This over-utilisation forces a focus on the here-and-now, supporting current and short-term needs over
planning and preparation for the future.

•

The fact that security teams are forced to focus on “fire-fighting” means that they lack the availability to plan
for a more optimal approach in the future, driving a vicious cycle that can be hard to break free from.

Q. What limits your company’s ability to improve security capabilities?

62%

Security too busy maintaining security tools,
not conducting security operations

43%

Balancing security priorities with
productivity priorities

37%

Competing with cloud
resources/shadow IT

37%

Security team too busy with
routine operations

36%

Complexity working across
multiple security dashboards

POOR INTEGRATION — OF SECURITY TECHNOLOGY, BUT ALSO WITH LINES OF BUSINESS — ADDS PRESSURE TO SCARCE SECURITY STAFF.

Source: IDC, European Security Strategies Survey, 2019 (n = 700)
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The Opportunity — Five Identity Drivers to Support Business Needs
•

•

•

•

•

IDC’s research shows that the current reality for many European security teams is
an over-burden from poor security behaviour among users and poorly deployed
technology.

Optimised user/
customer experience

The need to address these short-term challenges prevents security teams focusing
on longer-term solutions to deal with those problems. These longer-term solutions
are required to address the following five themes that IDC has identified as critical for
supporting business needs as depicted in the diagram opposite.

1

These themes help security teams shift perception away from business blockers,
towards becoming business enablers.
In this way, they can gain the support and buy-in from line-of-business users, building
good security hygiene and, as a result, supporting their involvement in new business
initiatives.
This is a key reason why, looking at the perception of security now compared with
two years ago, IDC’s research shows that the picture has become far more positive:
• In 2019, 58% of European enterprises viewed security as a business enabler.

Managing
enterprise risk
through trusted
identity

5

IDENTITY
AS AN ENABLER
FOR CORPORATE
STRATEGIES
4

2

Managing
identity
at digital scale
to enable DX

3

• This level has increased by 5% compared with the position in 2017.
• IDC expects the swing towards a positive perception of security to continue, due to growing efforts to
position security as a business enabler.

Integrating
identity to support
operational excellence

Propagating
compliance without
sacrificing usability

THE PERCEPTION OF SECURITY IS IMPROVING IN EUROPE, AND A CONCERTED APPROACH TO IDENTITY CAN HELP DRIVE AND ACCELERATE THIS CHANGE.

Source: IDC, European Security Strategies Survey, 2019 (n = 700)
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1 Optimised User/Customer Experience

Security has earned itself a poor reputation in part because it is perceived to be at
odds with business goals. However, that perception is shifting:

•

• They are typically based on username/password approaches that contribute to poor security hygiene.

• Security teams realise that they need to win “hearts and minds” among the user base. The reappraisal of security’s
approach to users needs to operate on two levels:

• The diversity of enterprise applications means that users potentially need to memorise dozens of different username
and password combinations — an unrealistic requirement, therefore passwords are typically repeated, shared or
stored insecurely.

1. Board-level sponsorship will help to raise awareness and build profile for the initiative, helping to drive uptake
on a top-down basis. This can help, for example, to make sure that security is embedded within the vision at
CEO level and into the enterprise digital platform at CIO level.
2. Yet, it is key that security becomes part of the enterprise culture — put simply, a fundamental element of
business as usual. This is critical to drive up consistently high levels of security hygiene behaviour.
• Approaches to how security is positioned and perceived by the business must change to stop over-burdening
security teams and change user behaviour.
• As a result, when IDC asked European enterprises how they would prioritise a range of IT security concerns, security
culture and awareness within the business was the number 1 security priority.
•

But how can security seek to engage with users, especially when the rise of digital
transformation either reduces or removes human interaction?
• Digital transformation means that users and customers are becoming more physically separated from their product
and service providers.
• However, the one constant point of contact is the management of identity to judge whether users should or should
not have access to applications and data.
• This means authentication is a key opportunity to support user experience.
• Yet, with security perceived by LOBs to cause friction, this is currently a missed opportunity.

•

This is a key reason why, after culture and awareness, managing users’ identity and
access is the second strongest security priority in Europe.
• In a DX-driven marketplace, perimeter-based security controls (e.g., network, endpoint) can no longer be relied on
given the dissolving concept of an enterprise perimeter.

Traditional approaches towards identity are a point of friction for users:

• On-prem only solutions are a source of friction, given the proliferation of SaaS solutions. This means cloud-based
identity solutions become a key enabler to simplify access for users.
•

This creates a strong case for security teams to embed more user-friendly
approaches to identity from the start into new business initiatives:
• Incorporating security “by design” to get out of the way of users and create less friction
• To improve visibility and control over security due to better hygiene behaviour among users

Q. How would you prioritise IT security concerns for your organisation?

#1

Security culture
and awareness
is the top
security priority
for European
enterprises

#2

• In this scenario, identity becomes the natural frontline for managing security and therefore the logical focus for
security teams to support user needs in a DX-driven business environment.

Managing users,
identities and
access is the
second-strongest
security priority
for European
enterprises

• This provides a starting point for security to engage with lines of business as they seek to launch new DX initiatives,
offering a means to not just address security but also to build it into new projects by design.

IDENTITY IS THE NEW “FRONTLINE” FOR POST-PERIMETER SECURITY, AND A MEANS TO SUPPORT USER EXPERIENCE IN A DX-DRIVEN MARKET.

Source: IDC, European Security Strategies Survey, 2019 (n = 700)
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2 Managing Identity at Digital Scale to Enable DX

It is critical that security teams are seen to be part of the solution for DX, thus driving
change to the current perception:
• This is a critical to ensure that security is not just linked to any DX project, but rather is central to it,
helping to manage any risk associated with it.
• Demonstrating how “security by design” approaches to identity can provide a smoother user
experience for DX can help earn security teams a “seat at the table” for new business initiatives.
• In fact, security leaders ought to aim to be seen as part of the “digital dream team” that is central to
driving enterprise strategies building on digital platforms.
• This in turn is a benefit for IT and LOB leaders in their deployments, with security’s involvement
adding credibility to their work.

•

•

IDC has identified four approaches through which security teams can harness
identity to show their relevance to DX enablement:
1. Providing a consistent approach to diverse application environments:
• Utilising single-sign-on technology to simplify access for users to on-prem, private cloud and SaaS
applications
2. Supporting mobile-first strategies:
• Recognising a single identity for each user regardless of which device or form function they are
using
3. Accounting for fragmenting definitions of who/what a user is:
• Providing a consistent approach to identity for ALL users, regardless of whether they sit within/
outside the enterprise — this is a critical concern given inconsistent approaches to security across
the supply chain

This is especially the case given that less than half (46%) of European security
leaders report directly to the board on a regular basis:

4. Combating the risk of insider threats:

• This shows the difficulties security teams experience when demonstrating how security
contributes towards business outcomes such as DX enablement. But IDC believes that regular
access to the board is a key characteristic of security teams and a business enabler.

• Reducing the risk of compromised credentials linked to poor security hygiene

46%

21%

#3

of European CISOs/security
leaders report regularly to
the board themselves

of European enterprises audit ALL
partners within a third-party risk
management framework

After 1) ransomware and
2) malware, insider threat is the
top security concern in Europe

HARNESS IDENTITY TO POSITION SECURITY AS A DX ENABLER, GIVING SECURITY A VOICE AT BOARD LEVEL.

Source: IDC, European Security Strategies Survey, 2019 (n = 700)
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3 Propagating Compliance Without Sacrificing Usability

Regulatory compliance exerts a strong influence over the identity market, particularly
when it comes to matters of privacy and data protection:
• The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into force in 2018.
• IDC’s research shows that compliance is the fourth-strongest European security priority.
• GDPR also calls for the use of “state-of-the-art technology”, including identity as a means of controlling
(and auditing) who has access to what data and what they do with it.*

•

Regulatory compliance is a requirement, not an option, but there remains the
opportunity to demonstrate added value through good practice:
• Regulatory non-compliance risks significant damage to brand reputation.
• On top of any regulatory fines that may be levied for non-compliance, reputational damage represents
potentially an even heavier cost over an extended period of time.

•

PART 3: THE OPPORTUNITY

The maturity level of European enterprises for GDPR compliance follows a classic
“bell curve” of distribution:
• A few organisations sit at the extreme ends, either “blissfully ignorant” or going far above and beyond
compliance.

•

Taking a more concerted approach towards identity can help organisations seeking
the operationalisation of privacy:
• Automating authentication and access control processes through, for example, enterprise password
management (EPM), single sign-on (SSO) and multifactor authentication (MFA)
• Adopting an integrated identity platform approach to embed good identity practice into business as
usual

Q. How would you prioritise
IT security concerns for your
organisation?

#4

• The vast majority sit somewhere in the middle — able to meet the requirements of a prospective
audit, but with room for improvement.
•

Under this distribution, anecdotal evidence suggests that most organisations describe
themselves as “manually compliant”:
• Reliant on manual processes to some extent

Compliance
is the fourthstrongest
security priority
for European
enterprises
(after culture/
awareness,
identity and IoT)

Q. What is the primary area in which
your organisation expects IT security
to deliver value?

#4

Brand reputation
is the fourthstrongest area
where European
enterprises
expect security
to add value

• Not fully implementing “privacy by design” into business as usual

IDENTITY IS A CORE PILLAR OF PRIVACY-RELATED REGULATORY COMPLIANCE; SECURITY CAN ADD VALUE BY DEFENDING BRAND REPUTATION.
*For the full official text of the EU GDPR
visit https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv%3AOJ.L_.2016.119.01.0001.01.ENG&toc=OJ%3AL%3A2016%3A119%3ATOC
Source: IDC, European Security Strategies Survey, 2019 (n = 700)
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4 Integrating Identity to Support Operational Excellence

Multiple elements are required for a
successful identity environment:

•

• Key components include tools such as SSO, MFA,
EPM, PAM and management dashboards.
•

But adding complexity — through
deployment of multiple, disparate tools, for
instance — is anathema to security team/
environment needs:
• As highlighted earlier, security teams already
struggle under the burden of disparate technology
environments that don’t work well together.

•

PART 3: THE OPPORTUNITY

There is an opportunity to deploy
integrated, end-to-end identity platforms
to improve the simplicity and “operator
experience” for security teams:

Unified security offers enterprises a route
towards the business goal of operational
excellence. According to a recent IDC study on
the topic, European enterprises view the top
benefits of unified security to be:

Q. What benefits would you gain from better integration and
centralisation of your security environment?

46%

41%

33%

Reduction of
operating costs

Improved staff
retention

Automation of lowvalue, repetitive tasks

• Reduction of operating costs
• Improved staff retention
• Automation of low-value and repetitive tasks

•

These three key operational excellence
expectations represent vital business measures
that will appeal all the way up to board level:
• This is significant for security teams seeking to build their
influence at board level by demonstrating a focus on
business outcomes, especially given that less than half of
security leaders report directly to the board regularly.

• IDC’s research shows that the number 1 driver
for security vendor selection among European
enterprises is unified security.

• Establishing this board-level connection can add further
momentum to repositioning the perception of security
from a business blocker to a business enabler.

• This indicates buyer demand for solutions that
integrate well within a single provider’s portfolio,
integrate well with third-party products and —
most importantly — fit in with enterprises’ existing
security product environments.

• Building influence at the board level can help to
demonstrate the strategic weight of security, which in turn
can provide a top-down driver to ensure that security is
embedded into new business initiatives from the start.

Source: IDC, Security Policy Survey, 2019 (n = 702)

#1

Unified
security is the
top driver for
security vendor
selection
(ahead of cost
and technical
efficacy)

46

%

of European
CISOs/security
leaders report
regularly to
the board
themselves

AN END-TO-END APPROACH TOWARDS IDENTITY CAN DEMONSTRATE BUSINESS BENEFITS THAT WILL DRIVE BOARD-LEVEL BUY-IN.

Source: IDC, European Security Strategies Survey, 2019 (n = 700)
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4 Integrating Identity to Support Operational Excellence

Identity and Digital Trust Requires a Solution Set
To fulfil the vision of unified security within an identity context and to drive digital trust,
IDC recommends the following component parts to form a best-of-breed, end-to-end identity platform:

AUTHENTICATION
The validation of a user to an
identity with the appropriate level
of risk mitigation

IDENTITY
MANAGEMENT/SSO

FEDERATED
PROVISIONING

GOVERNANCE

The active management of a user
directory including roles and permissions
throughout the identity life cycle. Using an
enterprise password management
(EPM) tool as part of the identity
management solution supports enterprises
and users in achieving good hygiene levels
for password security.

The providing of access to online
resources, either on-premises or
in the cloud

I D C #EU R145657119

The monitoring of IT resources
for performance, compliance and
risk management
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5 Managing Enterprise Risk Through Trusted Identity

The financial and operational impact
of identity suites provides a route
through which to engage the board:
• Cost reduction and operational efficiency
are important means by which security can
demonstrate how it can contribute business
benefits, rather than being a cost centre.

•

PART 3: THE OPPORTUNITY

•

There are strong
opportunities for identity to
act as a control point through
which to embrace risk as a
positive outcome:

• However, this should be viewed as a starting
point for demonstrating security as a
business enabler, rather than the sum total
of its value proposition.

• Contextually aware authentication
solutions, able to apply policy
based on user conditions, make
sure that access can be tuned in
line with enterprises’ appetite for
risk.

Significantly, while benefits such
as cost reduction and operational
efficiency are important, these are not
the most important business value
that enterprises expect from security:

• Making identity and access a
seamless (or as seamless as
possible) experience for users
by harnessing user-friendly
characteristics such as EPM can
foster user buy-in and good
hygiene behaviour, reducing risk
at a general level by reducing the
insider threat.

• IDC’s research shows that the top value that
European enterprises expect from security
is risk management optimisation.
• This is such a dominant finding that the
share of response for risk (45%) is more
than double the next strongest response
(22% for operational efficiency).

• Applying consistent identity
and access approaches to both
internal and external users is
a critical means of reducing
exposure to risk given that
only around a fifth of European
enterprises apply consistent risk
management approaches to all
supply chain partners.

•

While risk is clearly a key
requirement, there is an
opportunity for identity
to demonstrate value at
a higher level:
• In tandem with IDC’s
panel of European CISOs,
it has developed a threestep blueprint for security
transformation.
• While operational
excellence and risk
optimisation are the first
two steps, digital trust is the
summit as detailed on the
next page.
• Digital trust is an
opportunity for security to
embed itself into business
initiatives, such as DX, to
provide the digital trust
required to secure buy-in
from employees, partners
and customers.

Q. What is the primary area in which your company expects
value from security?

45%

22%

Optimised risk
management

Operational
efficiency

20%

13%

Cost
reduction

Enhanced brand
value/perception

SECURITY CANNOT MITIGATE ALL RISK — AN IMPOSSIBILITY — BUT SHOULD EMBRACE RISK OPTIMISATION TO DEMONSTRATE BUSINESS VALUE.

Source: IDC, European Security Strategies Survey, 2019 (n = 700)
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IDC’s Blueprint for Security Transformation
DIGITAL TRUST ENABLING DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
RISK TO DEMONSTRATE
BUSINESS IMPACT
SECURITY OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE

• A journey, not a destination
• Today’s emphasis: risk

• “Table stakes” in today’s security market

• The “bridge” that spans the gap
between security and the business
through quantification and content

• The realisation of full alignment between
security and the business
• The “operationalisation” of security and privacy
by design
• A “security thread” that runs throughout the
enterprise, driving employee behaviour, to
enable business goals

• Integrate for effectiveness

• Expressing security concepts in terms
the business can understand

• Automate for efficiency

• A point of comparison against peers

• Consider “security by design” in broader
enterprise activities (not just security)

• Demonstrate positive impact/progress
of security programme

• Broader implications — reaching beyond
the enterprise to drive partner selection and
supporting brand reputation

• Externalise to access scale and capability

• Justify security investment

• All contextualised by risk

Source: IDC, European Security Strategies Survey, 2019 (n = 700)
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Be Prepared to Work With the Business and the Board
•

Adopting a best-of-breed approach to identity offers tangible benefits for security
teams and for the business at large. But, to realise these benefits, security teams and
especially security leaders must be ready to work with LOBs and the board:

•

•

A fundamental enabler for opening these lines of communication is to ensure that
security is using appropriate language to engage the business and the board:

• It speaks nothing of the work that security does to protect those assets, or the reduced probability
that assets will be compromised.
•

• Equally, to start thinking and acting like a business leader, and to open channels of communication
with LOBs and the board, cost and resource management are key values.

• But IDC’s European Security Survey 2019 shows that the top 5 KPIs (measured by frequency of use
among the sample) used to measure the performance of security are highly technical in nature.

50%

48%

47%

47%

46%

45%

43%

40%

Time to
resolution

Total number of
events

Value of assets
at risk

No. systems
with known
vulnerabilities

But, to cut through beyond the security department, it is critical to focus on business
metrics such as risk management, cost management and resource utilisation:
• Optimised risk management is the key value expected of security by the business.

• This suggests that security teams should adopt KPIs relating to business outcomes to measure their
impact and performance.

• While technical KPIs remain important for measuring security operations, and risk does feature in this
list, there is a clear opportunity for security teams to increase their focus on business outcomes to
raise their profile and impact.

There are clear variations in the priorities focused on by security teams perceived
as enablers compared with those perceived as blockers:
• Even in the case of measuring the value of assets at risk, this is something of a “reactive” approach —
supporting a case for why security is important to protect those assets.

• There are significant positive implications for the perception of security when there are stronger ties
to the board.
• For example, IDC’s research shows that organisations where security is perceived as an enabler are
far more likely to see the CISO report to a board member, and less likely for the CISO to have no direct
relationship with the board.

(1/2)

•

It is interesting to note how the values vary between security teams seen as enablers
and those perceived as blockers:
• For enablers, there is a focus on operational efficiency, but also on providing the digital trust to
enable digital transformation, as well as on raising the awareness of and culture for security in the
business.
• For blockers, while business-centric values such as cost reduction and digital trust do feature, the
clear top priority is reducing the impact of security on user experience. This suggests that there is an
acceptance that security is negative for user experience, and requires “damage limitation”.

Volume data
transported

SECURITY MUST ENGAGE THE BOARD BY COMMUNICATING IN BUSINESS LANGUAGE THAT IDENTITY IS A MEANS TO DRIVE BUSINESS VALUE.
• Focus on security as an enterprise risk management topic to support board-level concerns
• Make evidence-based assertions through the quantification of financial and human resource benefits
• Avoid the use of technical language that may put off non-security specialists

Source: IDC, European Security Strategies Survey, 2019 (n = 700)
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PART 4: ENGAGE THE BOARD

Be Prepared to Work With the Business and the Board
Q. How is security represented at board level, for organisations perceived as business
enablers and those perceived as business blockers?

41%
3%
13%

Board Exposure of
Business Enablers

Board Exposure of
Business Blockers

Q. Besides risk management optimisation, how do you demonstrate the
value of security?
Increase operational efficiency

71%

78%

55%

Assure digital trust to enable DX

67%

31%
21%

(2/2)

70%

61%

Reduce the impact of security on users

65%

63%

69%

Reduce security costs

63%

64%

62%

Raise and develop security awareness and culture

20%

22%

62%

70%

42%

Proactive security

61%

66%

52%

Protect brand value

24%

26%

40%

43%

Other

4%
CISO reports to a board member				

Non-exec director with security remit

CISO is invited to the board ad hoc			

No direct relationship with the board

33%

5%

0%
Primarily an enabler priority

All

Enabler

Blocker

Primarily a blocker priority

Other

BUSINESS-ENABLING SECURITY TEAMS ARE MORE LIKELY TO REPORT TO A BOARD MEMBER AND TRACK BUSINESS-CENTRIC KPI’S

Source: IDC, Security Survey, 2019, n = 283
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The Outcomes of Working More Closely With the Business and the Board
• IDC believes that once security can better speak the language of the
business, better relationships with the board will naturally follow:
•

•

•

From here, security must position itself to focus on supporting business needs
and demonstrate how security initiatives are key requirements. This is critical to
ensuring top-down support from the board level.
Building security’s influence at board level can be greatly assisted through the
identification of a champion on the board who “gets” the importance of security.
This can help to ensure that security is incorporated within the CEO’s vision and
strategy, plus the CIO’s vision for an end-to-end digital platform that is secure by
design.

• IDC makes the following recommendations to drive security
engagement with the board:
•

•

•

Rather than being ad hoc, communication between security and the board should
be recurring — demonstrating its business impact and supporting security’s
elevation as a board-level concern.
Security leaders must focus on the language that is appropriate for their board.
While it will vary between companies, quantifiable measures like risk, cost and
asset value ought to be at the heart.
Security should avoid focusing on technology and technical terms. While
technology can be critical to security’s success, from the board’s perspective the
key focus will be on the business outcomes.

• Best-of-breed identity platforms provide a means to target tangible
business outcomes:
USER EXPERIENCE

By using EPM to remove the need to remember multiple username and
password combinations (and discourage insecure password capture and
sharing methods).

PROVIDING THE DIGITAL TRUST TO ENABLE DX

DX has a lot of promise, but if employees, partners and customers don’t trust
it, that value cannot be accessed. It is critical for security to be involved from
the start of new initiatives, and to become an element of company culture.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

The ability to track who has access to what applications and data, and
what those users have done with that access, is key to compliance with
regulations such as the EU’s GDPR.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Through integration and automation of an end-to-end identity platform,
as opposed to operating standalone point solutions to address needs
such as MFA, SSO, PAM and EPM.

RISK MANAGEMENT

Through visibility and control over who has access to apps and data.
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The Importance of CISOs Making a Successful Leap Towards Business
Leadership — A Prediction
10% 1%

2022 is the cut-off point for security leaders to
establish themselves as business leaders who can
provide the digital trust to enable DX.
SCENARIO: IDC believes that once security can better speak the language of
the business, better relationships with the board will naturally follow.
REQUIREMENT: A security leader must step up to the digital dream team,
with business leadership not just technical understanding.

34%

24%
TO WHAT EXTENT
DO YOU EXPECT
THE SCOPE OF
THE CISO ROLE TO
CHANGE IN 2020?

OPPORTUNITY: Security can position itself as central to corporate strategy by
providing the digital trust to enable DX.
CHALLENGE: 74% of security leaders fear they can’t make the step, or don’t
realise it is required.

39%
No change to the scope of the CISO
Some change to the scope (more technology orientated) but still a single position
Some change to the scope (more business orientated) but still a single position

RISK: If the CIO is forced to step in, or a BISO (business information security officer)
is parachuted in above the CISO’s head, security’s role will become ancillary.

Source: IDC, European Security Strategies Survey, 2019 (n = 700)

A clean separation into a business-orientated person and a technology-orientated person
Don’t know
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Recommendations
01

02

03

04

Best-practice
identity platforms
help to improve
user experience by
getting out the way
of users and adopting
security by design
principles. Focus on
the user experience of
employees, partners
and customers and how
security can make life
easier in the pursuit
of business objectives
to win buy-in for good
security hygiene.

Security teams can
build influence
by demonstrating
how identity is an
enabler for digital
transformation — a
CEO-level priority for
European enterprises.
This can help security
leaders to win influence
at the board level —
an area where they
typically struggle.

Security and privacy
teams must recognise
that identity is a
means to add business
value by protecting
brand reputation
through regulatory
compliance. This is an
imperative for European
enterprises given that
identity is a core pillar
of compliance and
regulations, such as
GDPR.

Taking an end-to-end,
platform approach
to identity can help
to reduce costs,
improve operational
efficiency and improve
workforce utilisation.
These kinds of metrics
help security teams to
engage with the board
to demonstrate value.
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Identity provides
a means to help
optimise risk
management — the
top business benefit
that European
enterprises expect
from security. Focus
on how identity
addresses risks such
as insider threat, thirdparty interaction and
credential abuse.
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LastPass for Business
Comprehensive
security
controls

Plug-and-play
integrations

Adaptive
authentication

Easy user
management
and reporting

Location, device
and timebased security
controls

Frictionless
user
experience

Flexible
integrations

Security by
design

Seamless
deployment,
management
and experience

Over 61,000
businesses use
LastPass

17.8M+
users

Manage every
entry point

LastPass for Business
Simply and securely connect employees to their work.
IT is challenged to keep the business secure, without impacting
productivity.
From authentication to access to passwords, LastPass manages
every entry point to your business so you can mitigate risk while
improving employee productivity.
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